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BerryWorld is
going global for
growth
BerryWorld's stand at Fruit Logistica 2019 in Berlin
Leading soft fruit company celebrates
25th anniversary by targeting new expansion in different parts of the
world
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business,” he adds.

Remaining competitive
BerryWorld’s successful expansion has
come in different forms over the past
quarter century. Since it secured an
agreement with UK grower Edward Vinson
in 1998, the group has launched a number of
new and exclusive strawberries offering
excellent taste. It has expanded its
glasshouse production and introduced

Four years ago, BerryWorld introduced its

with more shoppers buying berries during

first premium exclusive raspberry variety,

this period.”

Sapphire, a variety it describes as “game
changing” in growing sales at the premium
end of the market. The company has also
released Diamond Jubilee to drive the
growth of the core raspberry offer and the
variety is now available across the UK,
Europe, Australia, South Africa and North
America.

Sweet Eve-trademarked genetics that are
now grown and sold in the UK, Europe and

The winter market in the UK itself is now
worth an estimated £450m compared with
£170m as recently as 2008. BerryWorld says
it has continued to innovate in the market,
seeing great growth for retailers with the
launch of its brand, larger packs and
innovative ways to sell excess fruit during
so-called crop flushes.

Seasonal shifts
“The business has come a long way over the

Australia, with North America on the
Alongside that continual development of

last 25 years with nearly one in four

new varieties, BerryWorld has also worked

punnets in the UK market now supplied by
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BerryWorld,” Olins adds. “The journey for
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rights to the Mountain Blue Orchards’

the year.

gaining pace in Europe, Australia, South

horizon.

breeding programme in Europe and Africa
has apparently strengthened its offer and
helped it remain competitive in a market
where consumers now demand better
flavour, bigger size and longer shelf-life.
Some of the latest varieties from that
programme have even scooped iTQi’s

Africa and North America.”
“Summer remains the biggest part of the
berry season, but over the last ten years, the
import season has become more popular
with shoppers,” Olins explains. “Penetration
during the winter has grown throughout
Europe

Superior Taste awards.
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